
Which is Betee    Stoeing With a Full oe Empty Tank?
Storing with a Full Tank:

There is  less area to support condensatonn which means fewer water problems and less risk of
phase  separaton  in  E-10  gasoline.  There  are  fewer  volatle  fumes  that  can  be  a  source  of
combustonn and some marine yards insist on a full tank for this reason. If the fuel does go badn
which will not happen by using K100 properlyn there is more fuel to replace.

Storing with an Empty Tank:

Most  ofenn  the  season  starts  with  a  fresh  tank  of  fuel.  This  is  recommended  by  some motor
manufacturers  Howevern  by  following  this  recommendaton  there  is  a  much  greater  chance  of
condensaton building up during the of seasonn which means the goodn new fuel is being added to
any water buildup that may exist. It is difcultn if not impossiblen to drain the fuel injector/carburetor
system. The remaining fuel will agen forming gums and varnishes that may result in a carburetor
rebuild - expensive!

Ideally:

Store with a full tank of fuel that won't form gums and varnishes and won't go bad.

All K100 Fuel Treatments:

 Contain  a  proprietary  organic  formulaton  that  bonds  itself  to  water  and  renders  it
completely burnable as fueln so condensaton is nothing to worry about. In E-10 gasolinen
K100 encapsulates the water molecules before they combine with the ethanoln so phase
separaton cannot occur. Contain organic solvents that dissolve sludgen gums and varnish
and prevent reformaton of those deposits.

 Contain organic lubricants that coat the surfaces of fuel system to prevent corrosion and
oxidaton  of  metallic  components.  This  also  helps  prevent  cold-start  scufng on  2-cycle
engines.

 Contain  an  octane/cetane  booster  (about  2  points)n  which  will  counteract  the  slight
deterioraton of those levels during storage.

Using  K100n  the new season starts  with  a clean fuel  systemn no gums and varnishesn  no water
contaminatonn and fuel with the same octane/cetane ratng as when put up for storage.

Recommendaton:

Always fll the tank and treat the fuel with a double-dose of K100 before storage and run the engine
for a few minutes to make sure the treatment gets throughout the fuel system. It also makes good
sense to change the fuel flter at the start of the new season.

What's the Best Way to Peepaee foe  Stoeage?
There is an old sayingn "Pay me now or pay me later". This is especially true when laying up an
engine for storage. Skipping steps at lay-up will guarantee expensive repairs at start-up.

General:  Each  manufacturer  has  recommendatons  for  oil  changesn  flter  changesn  gear  case
lubricatonn etc. Find the manufacturers' recommendatons for your engine and follow them. Change
any  oils  (lubricants)  before  storage.  Any  moisture  in  the  old  lubricant  can  cause  component
corrosion and pitng on bearingsn which should be avoided at all costs.

https://www.carid.com/k100/


Petroleum based fuels are complex compounds with many additves during the refning process -
more so now as fuels  are reformulated to meet government mandates to lower polluton rates.
Unfortunately these same agents that make for cleaner burn make the fuel less stabile. Diesel is now
less than a 90-day fuel and gasoline is a 30-day fuel. Afer that the fuel deteriorates and loses a good
porton of its efcacy. As fuel agesn asphatmes formn darken the fuel and eventually setle to form
sludge at the botom of the tank. A good stabilizer slows down this darkening and sludge formaton.
Old fuel ofen also contains water contaminaton.

K100-MD for diesel and K100-MG for gasoline contain enhanced stabilizers that hold the petroleum
compounds together stabilizing the fuel to keep it fresh during the seasonn and contain solvents that
dissolve  asphatmes  and  put  them  back  into  the  fuel.  This  maintains  fuel  power  and  protects
equipment with increased lubricity. The cleaning acton also dissolves deposits on injector tps to
restore the spray patern.  Doubling the K100 treatment will  keep fuel  fresh during storage or if
sitng for long periods of tme.

Store with a Full Tank (Rather than an Empty One). When storing with a full tank there is less area to
support condensatonn and there are less volatle fumes that can be a source of combuston. These
benefts outweigh any advantages to storing with an empty tank.

Prepping the Carburetor: Draining a carburetor dry may sound good in theoryn but a carburetor
cannot be completely drained. Some residual fuel will remainn which will turn to gums if lef exposed
to the air during storage. Gumming will occur even more quickly if there is any moisture in the fuel.
Fuel treated with K100 will not form gums or varnish.

E-10 Gasoline: The new oxygenatng agents in E-10 cause it to go bad faster than the old MTBE fueln
and accumulated condensaton increases the risk of phase separaton. A double-dose of K100-MG
will keep E-10 fuel fresh for at least 6 months and prevent phase separaton from occurring.

Bio-diesel Fuels: Bio-fuels contain high amounts of dissolved water. K100-MD is an especially good
treatment for the newer bio-fuels because it eliminates residual moisture.

Preparing for Storage: Store with a full tank and treat the fuel with double the normal rato of K100.
Run the engine for a few minutes to make sure the treatment gets throughout the fuel system.

Removing from Storage: At the start of a new season the engine should be ready to fre up and go. If
the storage period is longer than 6 monthsn change the fuel fltern drain 1/2 the tank and refll it with
fresh fueln add the normal amount of K100n mix as well as possible and start the engine. If it's been a
really long tmen replacing all the fuel may be the easiest way to avoid startng problemsn especially if
using  premix  fuel  in  a  2-cycle  engine.  Remember  that  rubber  components  don't  like  long  term
storagen so inspect hoses and seals carefully as they may need replacing.

Generator Storage: Generators typically sit for long periods of tmen but when needed they need to
work! Double-treat the fuel as described aboven and replace it annually with newn treated fuel (drain
the old fuel and use it in some other vehicle). Run the generator for at least 15 minutes to get it up
to  temperature  and  make  sure  it's  functoning  properlyn  do  an  annual  preventve  maintenance
check-upn and keep a new spark plug next to the generator.



What's the Best Peoceduee foe Changing Feom MTBE to E 10?
 

Why the Switch From MTBE to E-10?:

 

While  MTBE  has  been  the  standard  oxygenatng  compound  in  gasoline  since  the  phase-out  of
tetraethyl leadn the government has determined that MTBE may get into the ground water and can
cause cancer. In some areas of the country MTBE has already been replaced by a 10% ethanol (E-10)
mixture. Eventuallyn MTBE will be phased out natonwide and replaced with E-10.

 

Three Main Problems When Changing From MTBE to E-10:

 

 Given tme and daily changes in temperaturen all tanks will accumulate water. When new E-
10 fuel is added to a tank with old MTBE fuel and any watern a reacton occurs and a white
gummy substance may form that can clog fuel  flters and injectors.  Water is  the critcal
reactant.

 E-10 has a solvent efect. Old sludge and varnish in the fuel tank will be dissolvedn releasing
rustn dirt and hard partcles into the fuel stream and clogging fuel flters. Clogged flters may
strain a weak fuel pump and cause premature failure. Be prepared to replace fuel flters
during the changeover.

 Ethanol dissolves some types of resins in certain older fberglass tanks and introduces them
into the fuel  stream. This  will  ruin  the carburetors  and engine.  Do not  use  E-10 fuel  in
fberglass  tanks  without  checking  with  the  dealer  frst;  if  they  are  a  problem  the  only
soluton with E-10 fuel is to replace the tanks.

 

How to Safely Change to E-10 (Once You Changen Don't Switch Back):

 

Make sure to ask the supplier whether they are pumping MTBE or E-10 fuel. Use up all the remaining
old fueln then use a paste test to check the tank for water contaminaton. If there is more than 4%
watern drain the tank or have it professionally cleaned.

K100 will totally encapsulate water at a 1:1 rato. Add enough K100-G or K100-MG to encapsulate
any  water  remaining  in  the  tank  before  adding  E-10  fuel.  It's  critcal  to  use  enough  K100  to
encapsulate all the water.

In vehicles there is no way of testng for watern so start using K100 before switching to encapsulate
whatever water may be present. Use up as much fuel as possiblen then for the frst treatment double
the appropriate amount of K100 for your size fuel tank before flling with E-10 fuel.

Use K100 contnuously to prevent phase separaton. If phase separaton has already occurredn K100
will not totally reverse the separaton.

Afer the switchn if the engine is hard startngn has poor performancen lack of acceleraton and/or
lower maximum RPMn sludge is probably clogging the fuel fltersn injectors or carburetors. Treat the



fuel  with a double-dose of  K100 and change the fuel  flter.  Wait  about 30 minutes for K100 to
encapsulate  the  water  and  dissolve  the  sludge.  The  engine  should  now  startn  though  it  might
stumble at frst. Set the engine(s) at fast idle and run untl it audibly runs more smoothly.

K100 also contains an organic lubricatng agent. This is not a substtute for pre-mix or auto-inject in
2-cycle enginesn but will aid in fuel system component life and help prevent cold-start cylinder wall
scuf.

How Much Watee Contaminaton is in My Bulk Tank?
Commonly Used Bulk Storage Tanks

(Contaminaton Depth Conversion in Inches)

Basement Heatng Oil Tanks
275 gallon vertcal 27"x44.25"x60"

1" = 2 gallons
 2" = 5 gallons
 3" = 9 gallons
 4" = 14 gallons

275 gallon horizontal 44.25"x27"x60"

1" = 7 gallons
 2" = 14 gallons
 3" = 23 gallons

Exteeioe Tanks
500 gallon horizontal 48" dia. x 5'5" long 

1" = 2 gallons
 2" = 7 gallons
 3" = 13 gallons
 4" = 20 gallons
 5" = 28 gallons

1,000 gallon horizontal 48" dia. x 10'9" long 

1" = 5 gallons
 2" = 14 gallons
 3" = 26 gallons
 4" = 40 gallons

1,000 gallon horizontal 64" dia. x 6'0" long

1" = 3 gallons
 2" = 10 gallons
 3" = 17 gallons
 4" = 26 gallons
 5" = 36 gallons

2,500 gallon horizontal 64" dia. x 15'0" long 



1" = 8 gallons
 2" = 23 gallons
 3" = 43 gallons
 4" = 65 gallons

5,000 gallon horizontal 96" dia. x 13'4" long 

1" = 9 gallons
 2" = 25 gallons
 3" = 47 gallons

5,000 gallon horizontal 72" dia. x 23'10" long 

1" = 29 gallons
 2" = 57 gallons
 3" = 86 gallons

10,000 gallon horizontal 120" dia. x 17'0" long 

1" = 13 gallons
 2" = 36 gallons
 3" = 66 gallons

10,000 gallon horizontal 96" dia. x 26'8" long

1" = 18 gallons
 2" = 50 gallons
 3" = 94 gallons

What Mileage Inceease Can Be Expected Using K100?
The mileage increase depends on your vehicle/equipment.

If  your vehicle/equipment  is  brand newn a 2%-4% mileage improvement  can be expected.  New
engines start out cleann and K100 keeps them clean. Mileage improvement occurs because K100
modifes the petroleum moleculen altering the burn chemistry for more complete combuston which
results in more powern beter mileage and a cleaner environment.

If the vehicle/equipment is oldern and/or has 50n000 miles or moren and K100 has not been usedn a
higher inital mileage improvement of up to 12% can be expected. The frst couple of tank flls using
K100 can show signifcant results because the treatment cleans the build-up of carbon and sludge
throughout  the  enginen  as  well  as  altering  the  burn chemistry.  Once  the  system is  cleaned upn
additonal mileage increases will not occur (you can't keep getng a 12% improvement with each
new tank).

In either casen without regular treatmentn the engine will get dirty. Use K100 consistently to maintain
the best mileage possible for your vehicle/equipment.

Why Did the Fuel Filtee Clog Afee Using K100?
That clogged flter is proof that K100 is cleaning up the entre fuel system.

In older equipmentn especially equipment run in dirty or dusty conditonsn there may be dirt partcles
trapped in the gums and varnishes in the tank. When K100 dissolves those gums and varnishes those
hard partcles like dirt and rust are released into the fuel system.



Fuel  flter  changes  are  necessary  to  remove  the  debris  K100  has  cleaned  out  of  the  system.
Contnuous use of K100 will eliminate this necessity because the treatment keeps the fuel systems
clean and free of gums and varnishes.

Why Would I Use K100 in Hot Weathee?
Hot weather is more reason to use K100!

Hot weather may also bring high humidityn which may cause moisture to build up in the fuel tank.  In
E-10 gasolinen enough moisture in the tank will cause phase separatonn and may make the engine
difcult or impossible to start and running well.

A solid year-round fuel maintenance program uses K100 in warm weather at a reduced treatment
raton to stay ahead of the moisture contaminaton. K100 encapsulates and burns of as fuel any
moisture in the tankn eliminatng free water that causes phase separaton in E-10 fuel.

Can I Mix Fuel Addities?
 

We don't recommend mixing fuel treatments.

Most fuel treatments are petroleum-based and are specifcally designed to repel water. K100 is bio-
based and specifcally designed to atract water. Mixing the two together with water as a catalyst
may cause unknown and undesirable reactons.

To test for compatbility of additves with watern add equal amounts of watern K100 and the other
treatment to a small glass botle. If the resultng liquid is clearn the two treatments are compatble. If
it's milkyn or you see any formaton of solidsn the treatments are not compatble.

However - Even if compatble with watern other components in the diferent treatments may cause
unpredictable reactons when added to fuel. It's best practce not to mix them. Always use up as
much of the old treated fuel as possible before changing to a diferent treatment to avoid problems.

When  Should I Add K100?
Because of it's chemistryn K100 will always mix completely.

It doesn't mater if K100 is added beforen half-way throughn afer - or days afer - flling the tank
because K100 will always mix completely with the fuel without agitaton.

Is Theee a Way to Test K100?
Test for yourself and see the diference.

 As a comparisonn you may wish to repeat the tests below with the fuel treatment you are currently
using. As most treatments are petroleum basedn chances are your treatment will show separaton
and water presence in the frst testn freeze in the secondn burn with a dark sooty smoke in the thirdn
and  exhibit  signs  of  rust  in  the  fourth.  We  feel  confdent  that  the  diferences  will  become
immediately apparent.

 Test #1: Fill a smalln clear glass botle 1/3 with watern 2/3 with K100. Note the clear soluton -
K100  has  completely  mixed  withn  and  encapsulatedn  the  water  molecules.  It  will  never
separate. Use water detectng paste to fnd no water present.

 Test #2: Put the treated botle into your freezer for as long as you like - water treated with
K100 will not freeze. Each water molecule is separated from the adjacent one by a flm of
K100n so the water molecules can't coalesce to form ice crystals despite the cold.



 Test #3: Do not do this test using any fuel or near any combustble material. Twist a small
paper towel inot a wickn insert it a few inches into the treated botle and light the wick. It
will  burn cleanlyn with no smoke at all.  Llisten carefully and you will  hear small  popping
sounds as the individual water molecules fash of as steam. K100 removes the water from
the fuel by "burning" it of as the engine runs.

 Test #4: Put an uncoated common nail into the sample and leave for as long as you like -
there  is  no sign of  rust  because the water  molecule  is  completely  surrounded by K100n
leaving no oxygen available to support rustng.

Discover a comprehensive collection of oils, fluids, lubricants on our website.

https://www.carid.com/oils-fluids-lubricants.html



